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on the same form with Sir James, and who on this occasion

had seemed quite as delighted in 'fleeting with a patient
and interested listener as I had been in finding so intelli

gent and enthusiastic a storyist. There was little wonder,

then, that twilight should have overtaken me in such a

place, and in such company.

There are two roads which run between Oromarty and

Fortrose, - the one the king's highway, the other a nar

row footpath that goes winding for several miles under the

immense wall of clift which overhangs the northern shores

of the Moray Frith, and then ascends to the top by narrow

and doubtful traverses along the face of an immense prec

ipice termed the Scarf's Crag. The latter route is by far

the more direct and more pleasant of the two to the clay
traveller; but the man should think twice who proposes

taking it by night. The Scarf's Crag has been a scene of

frightful accidents for the last two centuries. It is not yet
more than twelve years since a young and very active man

was precipitated from one of its higher ledges to the.very
beach, -a sheer descent of nearly two hundred feet; and

a multitude of little cairns which mottle the sandy platform

below bear witness to the not unfrequent occurrence of

such casualties in the remote past. With the knowledge

of all this, however. I had determined on taking the more

perilous road. It is fully two miles shorter than the other;

and, besides, in a life of undisturbed security a slight ad

mixture of that feeling which the sense of danger awakens

is a luxury which I have always deemed worth one's while

running some little risk to procure. The night fell thick

and dark while I was yet hurrying along the footway

which leads under the cliffs; and, on reaching the Scarf's

Crag, I could no longer distinguish the path, nor even

catch the huge outline of the precipice between me and
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